I. INTRODUCTION,
The spectrum of the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR) constrains energyreleasing processes in the early universe (Danese and De Zotti 1977) . Energy injected into the CMBR (from turbulent processes, particle decay, or other mechanisms) distorts the spectrum from a Planckian distribution. If the energy transfer occurs at a redshift less than a few times 10 6 , there is insufficient time for the radiation field to thermalize to a new Planckian distribution; a combination of Compton scattering and bremsstrahlung results in a distorted (non-thermal) CMBR spectrum (Sunyaev and Zel'dovich 1970; Danese and De Zotti 1980) . The existing data allow large (200 mK) deviations in the long-wavelength Rayleigh-Jeans portion of the spectrum (Danese and De Zotti 1978) .
To provide better measurements of the Rayleigh-Jeans portion of the spectrum, we entered an international collaboration in 1979, the results of which have been reported elsewhere (Smoot d al. 1983 (Smoot d al. , 1985a . The 10 GHz radiometer described here was a part of that collaboration, and 3 took data in 1982 . In 1984 , the Berkeley group modified the 10 GHz radiometer to allow automated atmospheric measurements. In 1986, the radiometer was' used once again, with further modifications to reduce systematic errors observed in previous years. This paper describes the 10 GHz radiometer and the results of measurements taken with it between 1982 and 1986.
II. EXPERIMENTAL CONCEPTS AND DESIGN
The output of a radiom~ter is proportional to the power P received by the antenna within a finite bandwidth B. The radiometer is calibrated in units of antenna temperature TA, which is related to the thermodynamic temperature T of a blackbody completelY filling the antenna aperture by the relation
where z = hll/"T, II is frequency, h is Planck's constant, aDd " is Boltimann's constant.
The antenna temperature of the zenith sky, TA,zenith, is measured by comparing the output of ( 4 the radiometer viewing the zenith sky to the output viewing a load of known temperature, TA,)oad:.
TA,zenith -TA,)oad = G(Vzenith -ltioad) , where G is the calibration coefficient (inverse gain) of the radiometer and Vzenith and ltioad are the output voltages of the radiometer viewing the zenith or load, respectively. The sky signal is the sum of signals from the CMBR, the atmosphere, the galaxy, and extraneous ground radiation entering through the antenna sidelobes, where we have neglected (for purposes of this discussion but not in the actual analysis) the small attenuation of the CMBR signal by the atmosphere: 
We have chosen a wavelength of 3.0 cm to minimize the two largest residual signals, atmospheric and galactic emission. Figure 1 shows galactic and atmospheric emission spectra for low frequencies at a high-altitude site. Galactic emission is highly anisotropic, with a maximum in the galactic plane. At low frequencies it is dominated by thermal (Hn emission) and non-thermal (synchrotron) radiation, and rises steeply at lower frequencies. Atmospheric emission at 10 GHz is primarily from oxygen continuum; a small component is due to residual water vapor. On time scales of a few hours, only the component due to water vapor fluctuates; observing from a dry, high-altitude site reduces both the water vapor content and variability. Accordingly, we have performed all measurements from the Nello Pace Laboratory of the Barcroft Facility, White Mountain Research Station of the University of California, situated at an altitude of 3800 meters in the White Mountains of eastern California (latitude 38°). The site lies in the rain shadow of the Sierra Nevada range and bas typical water vapor column density below 0.5 g cm-2 • Atmospheric signal magnitude and variability are reduced by a factor of three compared to measurements taken 5 near sea level in Berkeley, California.
To reduce systematic errors as much as possible, we measure the contribution of the atmosphere (which constitutes more than 99% of the last three terms in Equation 2) with the same instrument used to measure the zenith sky temperature. By proper design of the experiment, remaining systematic uncertainties in the result may be reduced to a low level.
We measure the first four quantities of Equation 2 (zenith sky, cold load, atmospheric, and ground signals) at nearly the same time and with the same instrument. Only the small galactic contribution is modeled, from measurements at lower frequencies appropriately scaled to 10 GHz.
The galactic model agrees well with measurements at 10.4 GHz (Davies et al. 1987 ) and with upper limits at 10 GHz (this work).
The cryogenically cooled reference target, shown in Figure 2 , has been described elsewhere (Smoot et al. 1983) and is shared with other radiometers. It consists of a microwave absorber in a large (0.7 m) open-mouth dewar covered by two windows of 23-micron polyethylene film. The absorber is submerged beneath ambient-pressure liquid helium (LHe) and acts as a microwave blackbody i'n an oversized multiinode waveguide. The helium boiling temperature is calculated from the measured ambient barometric pressure and converted to antenna temperature. Emission from the polyethylene windows contributes 5 ± 2 mK; resistive losses in the walls contribute 9 ± 5 mK;the power emitted by the radiometer and reflected by the absorber contributes 7 ± 4 mK (Friedman 1984) . The coherence length of the radiometer is small enough that coherent reflection is not a problem; coherent reflections from the target and the radiometer contribute 0 ± 10 mK to the total load signal. Summing these signals, the antenna temperature of the cold load is TA,load = 3.562 ± 0.013 K (1982 -1984) = 3.568 ± 0.013 K (1986) .
The higher value for 1986 is the result of a slightly higher ambient pressure in the cold load that year.
We measure the zenith sky temperature TA,zenith by comparing the output of the radiometer as it alternately views the cold load and the zenith sky. At 10 GHz on White Mountain, the zenith sky is within 100 mK of the cold load, which greatly reduces the dependence of the CMBR result on precise knowledge of the absolute calibration.
We measure the atmospheric temperature TA,atm by correlating the signal change with the 6 air mass in the beam as the radiometer beam scans different zenith angles. Using the same radiometer to measure both the atmospheric and zenith sky temperatures eliminates a large source of potential systematic uncertainty. We further reduce uncertainty in the atmospheric results by measuring the atmosphere in two independent ways and correlating the results with atmospheric measurements performed at the same time at other frequencies.
We calibrate the radiometer by comparing its output as it alternately views targets of known, dissimilar temperature. The use of targets at widely different temperatures (LHe and ambient) reduces the precision to which each temperature must be known. A third, intermediatetemperature target (liquid nitrogen, LN) allows the small saturation effects to be calculated. The calibration is monitored to better than 1% throughout the measurement.
The use of a Dicke-switched radiometer viewing similar-temperature targets in close succession reduces the effects of absolute calibration uncertainties and drifts to low levels. A calibration uDcertainty of 1% corresponds to an uncertainty of 12 mK in the atmospheric temperature and less than 1 mK in the zenith sky temperature. Proper use of a Dicke-switched radiometer requires a stable, cold reference target. We use the zenith sky for a reference, either viewed directly (primary antenna) or reflected by an aluminum mirror (secondary antenna). The radiometer is designed to allow the two antenna beams to scan independentlY.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE RADIOMETER
The radiometer used throughout the experiment is a superheterodyne Dicke-switched radiometer with a passband from 9.5 to to.5 GHz, shown schematically in Figure 3 . The two input ports are identical, conical, corrugated horn antennas, manufactured by CSELT of Torino, Italy, and designed to have low sidelobes. The measured half-power beamwidth is 12~ 5, symmetric in 7 the E-and H-planes (Bielli et 41. 1983 ).
The signal received by the antennas is fed through rectangular waveguides to an electromagnetic switch consisting of a latching ferrite three-port circulator. The switch has a measured insertion loss of less than 0.3 dB between any two coupled ports and has greater than 25 dB isolation between uncoupled ports. It is switched at 100 Hz by an external clock signal. The ...
circulator allows the input horns to act as sky horns: when the switch connects one horn to the radiometer, power emitted by the radiometer is broadcast out the other horn, reducing reflection
effects. An isolator located between the switch and the mixer further reduces the magnitude of the broadcast power. The measured isolation is greater than 36 dB.
The Gunn-effect local oscillator (LO) has output power of approximately 18 mW, which is reduced to approximately 10 mW by a waveguide attenuator. The LO is tuned to 10.00 ± 0.01 The sensitivity of a Dicke-switched radiometer is defined as the input temperature difference ~T which gives rise to an output voltage equal to the RMS thermal noise fluctuations of the radiometer itself. For a system with square-wave switching and wide band detection this is given by (Kraus 1966) 
where Taya is the system noise temperature, B is the IF bandwidth, and T is the post-detection integration time. For this system, Taya=490 K, B=455 MHz, which gives ~T = 46 mK for an integration time T = 1 second. The measured value is 46 ± 3 mK Hz-1 /2 8 All receiver components from Dicke switch onward are enclosed in RF-shielded, thermallyinsulated boxes, as are the power supplies for the receiver and associated electronics. As the calibration coefficient of the radiometer is sensitive to changes in the temperature of the receiver components, thermal control circuits regulate the temperature of the plate and the power-supply box to within 0.1 K. We also monitor the temperatures of the Dicke switch, the power-supply box, both antennas, and the plate containing the mixer, IF amplifiers, and detector diode. The horns are too large and exposed to regulate; however, temperature drifts in the horns are slow compared to the period over which a single measurement of the CMBR is made (160 to 256 seconds).
The radiometer. is mounted on bearings and is free to rotate about a horizontal axis coincident with the symmetry axis of the secondary horn. The primary horn, mounted at right angles, may rotate though 360 0 • Stops on the bearing moun~s allow the primary to point at angles of ±30°, . To reduce the magnitude of the modulation, a quarter-wave piate is installed in the throat of the secondary horn. The quarter-wave plate consists of a thin Teflon card, which creates a phase difference of 90 0 between the components of incident radiation polarized along and across the card.
Mounted at 45 0 to the rectangular waveguide, it has the effect of transforming linearly polarized radiation aligned with the rectangular waveguide into left-circularly-polarized radiation, and vice versa. The secondary arm of the receiver is then sensitive to left-circularly-polarized radiation and is insensitive to the orientation of incident linearly polarized radiation. The quarter-wave plate is not perfect, and a small residual modulation exists. The magnitude, though, is reduced from approximately 70 mK to less than 5 mK.
The ambient calibration target consists of a slab of microwave absorber (Eccosorb CV-3) mounted in a thermally insulated box. Held over the primary horn, it completely fills the horn aperture. A temperature sensor buried within the absorber monitors the temperature to an accuracy of 0.1 K. The box is closed on all sides when not actually calibrating the radiometer to allow the entire absorber to maintain thermal equilibrium.
0) 1982 Configuration
The radiometer was first assembled in 1982. The primary horn could point to zenith angles of We took data by rotating the primary horn 80 that it alternately viewed the cryogenic target buried in the ground, the zenith sky, the atmosphere at zenith angles of -30 0 and +30 0 , and finally an ambient calibration target mounted at +90 0 • The radiometer viewed each target in turn for 32 seconds, then rotated to the next. Less than 4 seconds of each 32 were spent rotating the radiometer; the rest were devoted to collecting and averaging the signal.
b) 1989 Configuration
The small differential air mass between zenith angles of 30 0 and 0 0 magnified the effect of systematic errors on the calculated atmospheric temperature. In 1983, we added additional zenith angles of ± 40 0 to the allowed primary horn positions. This brought the tilted primary beam closer to the horizon; to provide adequate protection against diffracted ground radiation, the mesh screens about the primary horn were enlarged. The screens surrounding the secondary horn and ( 10 mirror were also enlarged, and mechanical support for the radiometer's electronics was improved.
In all other respects, the radiometer in 1983 closely resembled the 1982 configuration.
c) 1984 Configuration
Atmospheric measurements taken with the primary horn were subject to a fairly large statistical scatter, due mostly to the small zenith angles used. In 1984, the rectangular mirror redirecting the secondary beam was replaced by a smaller elliptical mirror. This mirror rotated about an axis coincident with the secondary horn axis and could be stopped automatically to view any desired zenith angle to within 4'.
Two independent methods existed to measure the atmospheric temperature. Measurements with the primary antenna ("primary atmospheres") were made as part of the CMBR measurements. In addition, measurements with the secondary antenna ("secondary atmospheres")
were made at other times throughout the night to provide a check on the primary results and to monitor the atmosphere while other radiometers performed CMBR measurements over the cold Periodically, the scan was stopped and the radiometer calibrated with the ambient target held over the secondary horn.
The elliptical mirror was measured to intercept 99.7% of the secondary beam. To prevent signal modulation arising from the remaining 0.3%, a large mesh screen was erected behind the mirror to redirect to the sky any spillover that might otherwise view the ground. The mesh screens to the sides of the mirror were redesigned to allow the mirror to rotate, and enlarged again to prevent diffracted ground radiation from entering the redirected beam at the largest zenith angles. Due to problems with the ground shields, the secondary atmospheric scans did not provide any useful data in 1984.
d) 1986 Configuration
Measurements made after 1984 showed that a combination of dust and dirt collecting on the wire mesh ground screens and ground radiation transmitted through the screens could add a signal of up to 10 K if the antenna directly viewed the screens. While part Of this was due to the aging and oxidation of the wire mesh, prudence dictated that we build alternate ground shields. By 1986, the mesh screens had been replaced by aluminum sheet ground shields, with the exception of a small sc·reen used around the primary during secondary atmospheric scans. Additional ground shields were added; the secondary horn/mirror were now completely shielded in all directions except up. To block difl'racted ground radiation during secondary atmospheric scans, a set of extensions to the side shields was added. The extensions were fixed at a larger zenith angle than the side shields and undercut them; they were designed to substitute sky radiation for difl'racted ground radiation. A set of quarter-wave traps on the original side shields further reduced the amount of difl'racted radiation entering the secondary beam.
Data from 1984 showed that the quarter-wave plate in the throat of the secondary horn could move far from its optimal position, greatly reducing its efl'ectiveness. Thermal stress from diurnal heating also bent the Teflon card, again reducing its efl'ectiveness. In 1986, a shallow groove was cut to hold the card, and the card was removed during the day. New cards made for the 1986 measurements showed an improvement over past years; their performance did not deteriorate throughout the night.
Tests in 1986 showed a 100 mK signal modulation caused by a slight (10 arcmin) misalignment of the secondary horn's symmetry and rotation axes. Rotating the primary horn caused the beam spillover past the elliptical mirror to vary slightly with position. An oversized trapezoidal mirror was fitted over the elliptical mirror during primary CMBR scans. This removed the modulation.
With new confidence in the results of the secondary atmospheric scans, we altered the data collection routine. Each night, secondary atmospheric measurements were made from the platform for about an hour, with all ground shields in place and a small mesh screen protecting the (reference) primary from the movement of nearby personnel. The mirror changed positions automatically every 32 seconds. We then carried the radiometer to the cold load, where the trapezoidal mirror was placed over the elliptical mirror and an aluminum ground shield placed around the primary. The side diffraction shields were not not needed for primary scans, where the secondary contribution needed only to be stable. After the usual CMBR measurements over the cold load, the radiometer was carried back to the platform, where it resumed secondary atmospheric scans until dawn. Repeated movement of the radiometer did not affect its performance. Figure 5 shows the radiometer in its 1986 configuration.
IV. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE TESTS
We made numerous tests of the radiometer and associated apparatus before and after each trip to White Mountain to assess the magnitude of effects contributing to the error budget.
These tests were performed in Berkeley during nights when the atmosphere was stable enough to yield consistent results. We repeated the most critical tests at White Mountain to verify that no changes had occurred during the trip to the site.
a.) Systematic Offset Change
The CMBR measurements and atmospheric measurements made with the primary horn compare data taken with the radiometer rotated to view various targets. As the radiometer rotates on its bearings, gravitational stresses on the components change. It is vital that these changing stresses do not systematically change the performance of the radiometer, either in offset or gain, where the offset is defined as the output signal for zero temperature difference between the two input ports. We have tested extensively to limit this effect.
In the simplest test, we covered the primary horn with an ambient-temperature Eccosorb target, completely filling the aperture. The secondary viewed the reflected sky. We then looked 12 13 for output changes as the radiometer rotated. This procedure tested all radiometer components except the primary horn upstream of the Dicke switch, and was quite sensitive to gain changes.
To test the primary upstream of the switch, the primary must view a cold target. This may be either an Eccosorb target saturated in LN, or the sky viewed directly or through reflectors. In the latter two cases, the radiometer cart direction was reversed (or the reflectors interchanged) and the test repeated to separate instrumental asymmetries from signal asymmetries. In all cases, the radiometer was repeatedly moved between two or more positions for periods of approximately 17 minutes; the output was recorded every 32 seconds and digitally signal-averaged to improve the statistics.
Small signal variations were observed as the radiometer primary horn rotated, but they were not consistent in sign or value from test to test. Upper limits to signal variation induced by changing radiometer position are given in Table 1 for both warm and cold targets. The lack of .
consistency from test to test precluded the simple interpretation of warm and cold signals in terms of a combination of gain variation and offset change for both targets. Instead, we preferred a more conservative approach and took the magnitude of the cold target result as an upper limit on offset changes and the warm target result as an upper limit on gain variation. As we have taken the largest signal change observed in many tests rather than the average, the result is likely to be an overestimate of the actual systematic offset change during CMBR measurements.
In all years, the gain was seen to vary negligibly as a function of radiometer position.
Maximum fractional gain variation measured with Eccosorb over the primary horn was less than 10-3 • Note that, for the 180°· (straight down) position, it was impossible to use the sky as a cold target. In this case, a piece of LN-soaked Eccosorb was held over the primary horn and the output compared for the up and down positions. Prior to 1986, this placed an upper limit of 55 mK on the size of any output changes caused by radiometer rotation. The limiting factor was observed drifts in output commencing approximately 15 seconds after the LN-saturated target was placed over the horn. We assumed that this represented thermal drift in the target. Tests in 1986 with a new target revealed that the drifts were caused by the rapid cooling of the primary horn induced by contact with LN. Tests performed with the horn temperature carefully controlled then gave a sigtlal change of 6 ± 17mK due to horn rotation, consistent with zero change and with the results obtained with ambient Eccosorb over the primary. Rapid horn cooling at White Mountain was not a problem, as the measured horn temperature changed by less than 1 K over a 40 minute observation.
b) Calibration Stability
Use of a Dicke-switched radiometer reduces effects of calibration variation, but does not eliminate them completely. An error of 1 % in the calibration of the radiometer causes a 12 mK error in the atmospheric temperature, and thus in the CMBR temperature. We measured the calibration coefficient every 256 seconds during CMBR measurements, and approximately once every 15 minutes during secondary atmospheric scans. We therefore required the system calibration to be stable to 1% or better for at least this long.
We measured calibration stability by placing an ambient Eccosorb target over one horn while the other viewed the sky. Drifts as small as 6G/G = 10-3 produced output changes larger than radiometer or atmospheric noise and were easily observable. Maximum drift observed in all years was lesS than 3 x 10-3 in 17 minutes, easily satisfying our requirement.
c) Calibration Linearity
We calibrated the radiometer by comparing the output as the radiometer viewed targets of known, widely separated temperature. Saturation of the detector diode due to the large power emitted by the ambient target caused a slight decrease in signal from strict linearity. For t.he calibration to be accurate to 1%, this effect must be measured and included in the data analysis. . .
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We then measured the atmospheric signal, assumed a zenith sky temperature, calculated the system gain, and repeated until we achieved a self-consistent result. The ratio of system gain viewing LN and system gain viewing an ambient target provided the non-linear response of the system. The resulting detector saturation is shown in 
d) Integration
The sensitivity of the radiometer, as defined in Equation 3, is inversely proportional to the square root of the observing time so long as the radiometer noise contains no time-dependent structure. As a basic test of radiometer performance, and as a planning tool to enable us to determine how best to use our limited observing time, we measured the period at which the white-noise assumption broke down. In this test, both horns viewed the same cold target (to prevent target variations from entering the analysis) while the data were averaged for longer and longer periods. Typically the zenith sky was used as a target. The RMS fluctuations in the data decreased as expected for periods up to 64 seconds, after which non-random radiometer fluctuations dominated. This corresponded to an RMS noise level of 5 mK, negligible for our purposes.
e) Magnetic Sen6itivity
The Earth has a magnetic field of approximately 0.5 Gauss. The ferrite switch and isolator are the components most sensitive to changes in the external magnetic field; as the radiometer rotates, the changing relative orientation between radiometer components and external field could conceivably induce a position-dependent signal modulation. We minimized the effect by wrapping the switch and isolator in several layers of mu-metal foil. To ensure that enough foil is used to reduce the residual field to negligible levels, we erected large (1.5 m diameter) coils around the radiometer and tested for magnetic response at field strengths of 10 and 5 Gauss, oriented perpendicular to the rotation axis of the radiometer. The largest response (1.5 mK/Gauss) contributed negligibly to the radiometer response, and waS consistent with the limits established by the offset tests.
f) Polarization Response
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A quarter-wave plate in the throat of the secondary horn transformed the small linear polarization of the signal emitted and reflected by the mirror into circular polarization. The transformation is not perfect, and a residual linearly polarized signal causes a position-dependent output modulation. We evaluated the effectiveness of the quarter-wave plate by recording the response of the radiometer to a known large polarized signal as the angle between the polarization vector and the radiometer was changed. The small polarized signal from the mirror has been measured and agreed with the expected signal within the limits of measurement. The resultant residual signal after installation ,of the quarter-wave plate had a maximum amplitude of 5 mK.
This was consistent· with the limits set by the offset tests, which included but did not separate polarization effects. The effectiveness of the quarter-wave plate depended slightly on its position within the secondary horn's throat. We measured the response of the plate each time it was installed.
g) Pointing
We determined the atmospheric temperature by correlating the total signal received at a given zenith angle with the air mass at that angle, using an atmospheric model. Both the accuracy and repeatability of the angles used have been tested many times. Prior to 1986, the primary horn was the major source of atmospheric information. The pointing was found to be accurate and repeatable to within 4'. In 1986, the secondary and rotating mirror provided the most accurate atmospheric information, while the primary provided the zenith sky measurement central to the CMBR determination. Each time the large trapezoidal mirror was placed over and then removed from the smaller rotating elliptical mirror, the previous absolute pointing of the rotating mirror was destroyed. Rather than spend the hours necessary to set the angles back to their precise " . . We accorded similar treatment to the primary horn in the interests of saving time, using the the recorded true pointing angles in the atmospheric analysis.
h) Sidelobe Reception
Extraneous ground radiation entering the beam sidelobes or diffracting over the shields into the inner beam represented a potentially large source of error in the measurement of the atmosphere and zenith sky. We preferred to measure the effect directly rather than rely on models based on beam patterns and shield/horizon profiles. We measured sidelobe reception over the shields by alternately raising and lowering large aluminum sheets as simple extensions to the existing ground shields. We recorded the output and looked for signal changes correlated with extension position.
If any signal was observed, we repeated the test with successively larger shields~until no further change was seen. The total signal change from the largest extension to no extensions was taken as the magnitude of the sidelobe signal. A similar procedure tested for radiation diffracting over the shields, with the single exception that the additional shields were not held at the same angle as the main shield, but at a shallower angle. We tested the primary horn at all angles in all years.
No sidelobe signal was ever observed at zenith. Small (typically 3 mK) signals were seen at 40°; these were consistent in any given year and were subtracted from the data at the appropriate angles. The secondary has also been tested since its inception in 1984. Sidelobe reception of up to 20 mK was observed in 1984; improved ground shields in 1986 reduced this to below 3 mK at all angles.
i) Primary Screen Interference
During secondary atmospheric measurements, we placed a small mesh screen around the primary horn to prevent the movement of nearby personnel from affecting the reference beam.
Tests after we returned to Berkeley in 1986 showed that this screen itself caused a signal modulation dependent upon the mirror position. We measured the effect in Berkeley in two ways. The voltage output of the radiometer was digitized with a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and recorded in digitized units (du). Housekeeping information (temperatures within the radiometer, beam pointing, ambient temperature and pressure) was also recorded. Data taken between positions were discarded, and the rest used for analysis. Analysis proceeded on a scanby-scan basis. First, the calibration was calculated (for scans with a LN or LHe cold load) or estimated (for secondary atmospheric scans which use the zenith sky as a second' calibration load). Corrections to the data were made, the galactic contribution removed, and the sky and atmospheric temperatures calculated. For secondary atmospheric scans the calibration, zenith sky and atmospheric temperatures were recalculated to obtain a self-consistent result.
a) Calibration
We measured the calibration coefficient G of the system using an ambient target and a cold load:
where S is the gain saturation factor (Table 2) ; TA,amb is the antenna temperature of the ambient target; TA,Ioad is the antenna temperature of the LHe load; Vamb is the radiometer output viewing the ambient target; and Vioad is the radiometer output viewing the LHe load. The value of G was roughly 9 mK/du in all years, adjusted so the largest signal difference (ambient-1lky, approximately 300 K) remained on the ±32767-du scale of the ADC.
b) Atmospheric Antenna Temperature
If the antenna beam were a delta function, the atmosphere were a flat slab, and no sources existed external to the atmosphere, the atmospheric antenna temperature would be given by
where Vzenith is the radiometer output viewing the zenith sky, and V, is the radiometer output at zenith angle e.
In practice, the antenna beam has a 12~5 half-power beamwidth, the atmosphere follows the curve of the Earth, external radiation is attenuated differently at different angles, and highly anisotropic sources of radiation exist external to the atmosphere (e.g. the galaxy). We subtracted the galactic signal from the data using galactic maps compiled from data at lower frequencies (Haslam et al. 1982 ) and extrapolated to 10 GHz. An error in the extrapolated values as great as 50% would, in the worst case, affect the measurement at one atmospheric angle by less than 40 mK, or the mean TA,atm by less than 10 mK.
The automated atmospheric scans taken in 1986 provided a direct upper limit to the magnitude of the differential galactic signal. Data in which the galactic plane has moved through 20 the beam at one angle were indistinguishable from reference data at other angles far from the plane. This placed an upper limit of 30 mK on the peak magnitude of the galactic signal, limited by atmospheric drifts over several hour intervals, and consistent with model predictions of 25 mK peak differential signals.
After corrections for galactic and minor sidelobe contributions, the data at various angles were averaged to get one value for the atmospheric temperature for each scan. In 1982 through 1984, we took TA,atm at each angle () to be the mean of the values at ±(). This procedure reduced the effects of an overall tilt in the radiometer cart to less than 10 mK, so long as the relative separation of the angles was correct to 10'. The mean value was assigned an uncertainty; we then took a weighted average of the 30 0 and 40 0 results. The statistical and (weighted) systematic uncertainties were added in quadrature; the resulting uncertainty was dominated by systematic effects, primarily limits to the systematic offset change.
In 1986, the most accurate atmospheric data came from the secondary measurements, which
were not subject to an offset change. Eight independent measurements were made each scan.
We made an additional correction for the effects of the primary screen modulating the secondary signal. After correction, the data still showed a systematic spread of about 130 mK, with +54 0 consistently highest and -30 0 lowest. The effect may be due to uncertainty between the screen modulation effect at White Mountain and as measured in Berkeley with a different horizon profile. As the spread was larger than the individual systematic errors discussed above, we did not weight each angle but instead simply took the mean of all 8 values. We took half the value of the total spread in the data as a conservative estimate of the systematic uncertainty and added it in quadrature with the small statistical uncertainty. The resultant uncertainty was still smaller than the uncertainty in the primary atmospheric measurements; the atmospheric temperatures obtained by both methods were in excellent agreement. Table 3 shows the measured atmospheric temperature for 1982-1986.
The secondary atmospheric data were not taken simultaneously with the zenith sky measurement. 90 GHz (0.33 em) atmospheric scans showed a smooth linear drift of atmospheric temperature throughout the night. Accordingly, we obtained the 10 GHz atmospheric temperature by linear interpolation of the secondary atmospheric data. The resulting 10 GHz atmospheric temperatures for the timt:S of the zenith sky measurement are shown in Table 4 , along with the results of (noisier) primary atmospheric scans taken during zenith sky measurements.
Comparison of atmospheric results from all four years is a useful check against possible systematic effects. Figure 6a shows the 10 GHz atmospheric antenna temperature plotted against the atmospheric antenna temperature measured simultaneously at 90 GHz, an independent measure of the atmosphere. The 1982 values are all anomalously low, indicative of either anomalous atmospheric behaviour or a systematic error. In addition, the 1982 atmospheric data did not support the result of measurements taken by our collaborators at nearby frequencies (Partridge et al. 1984) . We have additional atmospheric information in the form of the zenith sky temperature, which is roughly the sum of a constant CMBR term and a variable atmospheric term (Equation 1). Figure 6b shows the measured sky temperature at 10 GHz, also plotted against the 90 GHz atmospheric temperature. The data correlate well; in particular, the 1982 result shows no sign of atmospheric anomalies at either 10' or 90 GHz. Any true atmospheric effect should appear in both plots; as it does not, we conclude that the previously reported 1982 atmospheric temperatures are too low by approximately 0.23 K. This is easily understood if a systematic offset of 0.03 K were .present; at zenith angles of 30° used in 1982, the effect of any offset change on the atmospheric calculations is multiplied by more than six. The previously quoted uncertainty of 0.16 K for the 1982 atmospheric temperature is probably an underestimate, as this value used the average of many offset tests rather than the maximum reported in Table 1 .
A better estimate of the 1982 atmospheric temperature may be obtained by using the correlation between the atmospheric temperature at 10 and 90 GHz as measured from 1983 to 1986, for which the data show no evidence of systematic effects. The best-fit line to the 1983-86 atmospheric data has a slope 0.013 ± 0.005 and an intercept 1.012 ± 0.075 K, compared to a theoretical slope of 0.019 ± 0.001 and an intercept of 0.88 ± 0.08 K (Costales et al. 1986) . From this and the measured 1982 atmospheric temperature at 90 GHz, we obtain the estimated 10 GHz ( atmospheric temperature shown in Table 5 . As the atmosphere at 10 GHz may change by more than 50 mK over several hours, we do not attempted to calculate temperatures for those times during which 90 GHz data are not available.
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The resultant atmospheric and sky measurements form a self-consistent data set. Figure 7 shows the measured zenith sky temperature plotted against the corrected atmospheric temperature for 1982-1986. The zenith sky temperature measurements include an atmospheric component, but are much less sensitive to systematic effects than the atmospheric measurements. Ignoring a small ( < 15 mK) galactic component, the data should correlate with a unity slope and an intercept equal to the CMBR antenna temperature. The data are in statistical agreement with the expected fit, indicating there are no serious undetected systematic errors.
VI. RESULTS
As is usually the case in CMBR measurements, our uncertainty in the CMB'R temperature is dominated by systematic effects. The atmosphere is the largest background signal in the experiment; in every year, the total systematic uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in the atmospheric temperature. We have used three different methods to calculate the atmospheric temperature, with correspondingly different systematic effects. As stated above, we derive an atmospheric temperature for 1982 by correlating results at 90 GHz with results at 10
GHz taken in later years. The atmospheric uncertainties of 1983 and 1984 are dominated by upper limits to possible systematic angle-dependent changes in offset. Secondary atmospheric measurements are not subject to this effect; the 1986 atmospheric uncertainty is dominated instead by the interference of the primary screen, an effect not present during primary atmospheric measurements. Table 6 shows all contributions to the atmospheric systematic uncertainty for a typical year,
1983. The source terms may vary independently; the total uncertainty at each atmospheric angle is thus the quadrature sum of the individual atmospheric terms. The data at each angle are independent of data at other angles. We weight the atmospheric data at each angle by the .. Table 6 . Values for 1984 or 1986 may be found by using the appropriate values for offset and gain variation from Tables 1 and 2.   Table 7 shows all systematic effects for the CMBR measurement (zenith sky minus atmospheric and other signals, Equation 2). After the atmospheric contribution, the major components are from the cold load and systematic offset changes. While uncertainties in the absolute load signal do not correlate with atmospheric uncertainties, systematic offset changes due to changing radiometer position may, and must be considered. Although tests reveal small differences in radiometer performance as the zenith angle varies, the differences each year are not consistent from test to test. We take the largest differences each year as upper limits to the magnitude of any angle-dependent effect (Table 1) . The effect at any angle is not correlated with the effect at any other angle; in particular, the up-down offset change is not observed to correlate with the zenith-8 atmospheric offset change. Accordingly, we add the limits on offset chan~e in quadrature with the atmospheric and other systematic effects to derive a total systematic uncertainty on the CMBR temperature.
We find the CMBR antenna temperature TA,CMBR by evaluating the terms in Equation 2, shown in Table 8 as averages over each run. The most important terms are the zenith sky -cold load temperature difference G~ V (column 4) and the atmospheric antenna temperature TA,atm (column 6). These data are consistent and correlate as expected. To obtain the best estimate of the CMBR temperature, we solve Equation 2 on a scan-by-scan basis for each year and fit the resultant CMBR data to a Gaussian. The resultant CMBR temperatures for all four years are shown in Table 9 . The statistical scatter of the CMB-R data after the atmosphere and other signals have been removed is given in column 4; the total uncertainty is the quadrature sum of the statistical uncertainty and the systematic uncertainties of Table 7 .
The CMBR data from 1982 to 1984 were well described by Gaussian distributions. In 1986, we obtained only 26 data points, which showed a much larger RMS than expected. Each data point was the average of one scan, and had an associated uncertainty consistent with that expected 24 from radiometer noise. From one scan to the next, however, there were large (-100 mK) jumps which could not be explained by radiometer noise alone. We conjecture that the jumps were caused by equipment shocks induced by rapid movement of the radiometer between positions while taking data at White Mountain, causing a random shift in the offset. Shocks would be expected to generate random offset changes of either sign, independent of angle, whose average over many repetitions is zero. This is supported by the observed behaviour of the effect: the output changed relative to the previous scan only at the 180° and 0° positions, for which the largest movement and shocks were generated. No effect was observed in offset tests, which involved much gentler movements of the instrument and test for repeatable non-random systematic changes. Integration tests with both horns viewing the zenith taken between two runs over the cold load showed no effect, ruling out most intermittent sources of interference whose signal would not be expected to average to zero (ground loops, interference with other radiometers, radi"frequency interference).
We concluded that the effect served to inject noise to the output signal at 0° and 180 0 , but did not alter the mean of the signal difference between the two angles when averaged over many scans.
With this additional source of noise, the RMS noise of the data integrated down to the 47 mK level. We took the value of 47 mK 88 a 68% confidence level for the estimate of the uncertainty of the mean of the parent distribution.
The final 1986 uncertainty of 83 mK was still dominated by the systematic uncertainty in the atmospheric measurement. In the unlikely event that the effect causing the increased RMS also changed the mean, the most conservative estimate of the uncertainty is 180 mK, half the total spread in the 1986 data. As the 1986 results were in agreement with the results of previous years, there is no statistically significant evidence to justify such a procedure.
Column 5 of Table 9 lists the thermodynamic temperature of the CMBR as determined each year, along with the total estimated uncertainty. The uncertainty is dominated in each year by different systematic effects. The 90 GHz correlation uncertainty, any angle-dependent offset changes, and the primary screen interference are all independent effects. The results for all years are in agreement with each other. Since most of the total uncertainty is systematic, not statistical, .
• 25 and since the systematic uncertainty is largely independent each year, we have averaged the values in Table 9 weighted by their total estimated uncertainty. The resultant CMBR thermodynamic temperature at 10 GHz is TA.CMBR = 2.61 ± 0.06 K.
The combined result differs from previously published estimates of the CMBR temperature using the same radiometer (Smoot et al. 1985a,6) by more than the estimated error. This is largely due to reanalysis of the 1982 atmospheric temperature made possible by three years of additional atmospheric data at 10 and 90 GHz. The smaller uncertainty is largely due to the use of the secondary atmospheric scans in 1986, which have greatly improved our ability to monitor the temperature of the atmosphere.
VII. COMPARISON WITH RELATED MEASUREMENTS
Prior to the start of our effort, the only CMBR measurements near 3.0 cm wavelength were taken at 3.2 cm shortly after the discovery of the existence of the CMBR. Roll and Wilkinson (1966) reportedTA.cMBR = 3.0 ± 0.5 K, while Stokes et al. (1967) reported a CMBR temperature of 2.69:g:~~. These data are in agreement with our results. Table 10 lists results of recent CMBR spectral measurements across a wider frequency range. Taken together, these data are consistent with an undistorted blackbody with a temperature of 2.741 ± 0.016 K. The strictest limits on energy-releasing processes in the early universe occur for energy released at a redshift z between 10 5 and 10 6 . Compton-scattering distorts the CMBR spectrum to higher frequencies, while brell'lBStrahlung has largely filled in the low-frequency deficit with new photons, leaving a narrow colder transition region in the low-frequency spectrum (Danese and De Zotti 1980 22.5 for 17 DOF. (The cosmological baryon density parameter fh has been taken to be O.lfor the purposes of this discussion). A more complete discussion of the CMBR spectrum and resulting cosmological implications will be published in a forthcoming paper (Smoot et al. 19876) .
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